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Abstract 

The research aims to try to identify the impact of using functional strength exercises on developing the performance level of  
skill, FLOB 360, on a pommel horse under the age of 13       . 

The two researchers used the experimental method in a manner (pre- and post-tests) to two groups, one is experimental 
group and the other is control group . 

The sample was chosen by the propulsive (intentional) method from the gymnasts in Kazma Sports Club and Kuwait club in 
Kuwait under the age of 13 for the sports season 2012/2013  

The total sample size of the main research was (12) players trained together, and after the end of the training session they 
were divided into (6) players, as an experimental group, where the functional strength exercises were applied on them to a 
time period ranging between (15 to 20 minutes), and (6) players as a control group where the exercises were not applied on 
them . 

The two researchers have used the tests and measurements of functional strength and the evaluation level of the skill’s 
performance . 

The results revealed that the use of functional strength exercises; improve the level of skill performance (FLOB 360) on the 
pommel horse . 

The two researchers recommended applying the functional strength exercises the same intensity, repetitions and rests for 
gymnasts for its role in improving the level of skill performance (FLOB 360) on the pommel horse . 

Key words: functional strength – (FLOB 360) skill -juniors. 

Introduction    

ymnastics sport has lately achieved  jumps in the 

performance representing in the ability of players to 

perform movements and elements that are 

characterized by high difficulties and at the same time lead 

to the aesthetic sense, and this of course requires from the 

gymnast to have some of the physical attributes and some 

technical and psychological abilities, which that requires 

from the player to spend a considerable period of time in 

training for developing these abilities, this evolution in skills 

performance necessarily is followed by the evolution of the 

different preparation programs for the player and it requires 

also to connect to the modern scientific methods. (21: 79)  

The development of muscular strength of the upper side of 

the body, especially the shoulders, arms, abdominal, back 

muscles and the strength of the fist, is the basic requirement 

in the physical preparation of the gymnast (22: 498).  

This is reason is one of the reasons that pushed the 

Technical Committee of Men‟s Gymnastics in Kuwait to 

search about and to study the compulsory movements, the 

problems of these movements and the competition. 

 The pommel horse is one of the apparatus that has 

developed in recent years because of the new skills that have 

changed the shape and the nature of the performance on this 

apparatus. 

The age under 13 years , where these compulsory 

movements, have appeared over the past years, were 

determined by the Technical Committee in the Kuwaiti 

Union of gymnastics including  that the player perform (6) 

six  movements with difficulty (A), (1) one movement with 

difficulty (B), (1) one movement with difficulty (D) (9) . 

on this basis, the player must perform the (360 º FLOPS) 

skill , as a part of the fourth group , which consists of  

Kimruonda , (360 º FLOPS) movements and grasp 

movement and their difficulty in this case is (C) and but 360 

º FLOPS skill is the only skill which can be linked to pre 

and post skill so the difficulty raises to (D) (E), (F), (G) 

difficulties (33: 58) as detailed in the attachment (1). 

The functional strength has many definitions so the two 

researchers collected those definitions and compiled them as 

described in the attachment (2). 

The two researchers noted that the juniors don‟t have the 

required muscular strength to perform the (360 º FLOPS) 

G 
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skill on the pommel horse with a high efficiency where it 

reflected clearly in the performance of juniors during the 

competition , also the two researchers noted that the coaches 

do not use sufficient exercises to develop the performance 

level of the FLOPS skill and the others skipped the 

importance of the functional strength exercises in the period 

of preparation , Although the functional strength exercises 

are performed as integrated movements with multi-levels 

(front , transverse , sagittal ) including acceleration , grading 

and deceleration , in order to improve the motor ability , the 

central force (spine and the mid- body) and the 

neuromuscular efficiency (30 : 64 ) 

So the two researchers used the functional strength exercises 

to know the extent of their effect on the muscular strength 

on the Gymnastics juniors under 13 years and to know also 

the impact of the progress level of the (360 º FLOPS) skill 

on the pommel horse. 

Aims of the research : 

The research aims to design a training program using the 

functional strength and to know its impact on the 

performance level of the (360 º FLOPS) skill for the 

Gymnastics juniors under the age of 13 on the pommel 

horse. 

Research’s hypotheses : 

• There are significant statistical variances between 

the pre and post measurements of the physical 

variables and the performance level of the (360 º 

FLOPS) skill for the Gymnastics juniors under the 

age of 13 on the pommel horse in favor of the 

control group and the post-measurement. 

• There are significant statistical variances between 

the pre and post measurements of the physical 

variables and the performance level of the (360 º 

FLOPS) skill for the Gymnastics juniors under the 

age of 13 on the pommel horse in favor of the 

experimental group and the post-measurement. 

• There are significant statistical variances between 

the control and experimental groups in the post-

measurement for each of the physical variables and 

the performance level of the (360 º FLOPS) skill for 

the Gymnastics juniors under the age of 13 on the 

pommel horse in favor of the experimental as a 

result of using the functional strength exercises on 

the pommel horse apparatus. 

Search procedures : 

1 . Approach used : the two researchers have used the 

experimental approach (method) by using the experimental 

design with two groups , one is experimental and the other is 

control and by using also the pre and  post- measurement for 

the two groups . 

fields of research : 

space domain : All pre and post- measurements and the 

implementation of the training program‟s content were done 

at Kazma sports hall in Kuwait. 

time domain : the two researchers executed the first pilot 

study on a sample similar to the study‟s sample , out of the 

main sample and from the same original research 

community , to: 

• ensure from the validity of the apparatus, tools and from 

the suitability of the training program‟s exercise for the 

research‟s sample, that was on Saturday 5/1/2013 AD. 

•  The pre- measurements are executed from 8/1/2013 

to 10/1/2013 AD. 

•  Applying and implementing the Research in the 

period from 12/1/2013 to 11/4/2013 AD. 

•  The post- measurements are executed in the period 

from 13/4/2013 to 15/4/2013. 

Sample Search : The sample was chosen by the propulsive 

(intentional) method from the gymnasts in Kazma Sports 

Club and Kuwait club in Kuwait under the age of 13 for the 

sports season 2012/2013, and the sample included (12)  

players  divided into two equal and homogeneous groups , 

one is experimental and the other is control, each one  is (6 ) 

six players , the same training program is applied except of 

the functional strength exercises that have been applied only 

on the experimental group. 

Table (1) 

Statistical description of data for the experimental, the control and the total group 

 in the initial basic variables before the experiment 

variables groups No. N 

statistical semantics of the Description 

Arithmetic mean median 
Standard 

deviation 
Coefficient of skewness 

Age to the nearest month 

Experimental < 78.;<= 78.;; 6.87< 6.:<9 

control < 78.::> 78.: 6.79? 7.9?; 

Total research groups 78 78.;6> 78.:; 6.7>: 6.?86 

Height CM 

Experimental < :6.?6= :6.>?; 7.6=7 6.;?< 

Control < :6.;<8 :6.;< 6.<;6 -6.:??  

Total research groups 78 :6.=9: :6.;< 6.><: 6.<;9 

weight Kg 

Experimental < 7:8.968 7:7.?6; 8.779 7.78; 

control < 7:7.8;6 7:7.78; 6.?=; 7.6?9 

Total research groups 78 7:7.==< 7:7.8; 7.<<8 7.;=? 
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It‟s Clear from Table 1 that the coefficients of skewness of the selected variables range between (3 ±), which demonstrates 

that the sample is distributed moderately 

Tools used:  

First: measurements:  

• Rest Meter device to measure the height in cm.  

• Medical standard balance for measuring weight in 

kg.  

• Genomitr device to measure the expanding 

movement of the articular shoulders.  

• Stop watch (1/100 seconds) to determine the testing 

time and the period of rest and training.  

Secondly, the necessary tools for the implementation of 

the experiment: attachment (3).  

 Pommel horse with a legal height, low Pommel horse with 

rings , low Pommel horse without rings, mushroom 

apparatus with two rings , mushroom apparatus with one 

ring in the middle, mushroom apparatus, floor level 

mushroom apparatus, foam rings, mattresses, parallel bars 

,wall bars , legal Pommel horse without rings, a shaving  

legal horse stretching out rings, ground mushroom nest.  

Secondly, the physical tests and the assessment the 

performance level of (360 º FLOPS) skill, attachment (4)  

The nature of the research required choosing a set of 

physical and skill tests to assess the performance level of 

(360 º FLOPS) skill according to the validity of the tests and 

the ease of the implementation. 

The scientific coefficients of the tests used:  

A. Coefficient of Validity  

The two researchers have used a discriminant method to find 

the validity of the tests. The two researchers applied the 

tests, under discussion; one of the two groups is the 

discriminant group that is the same used sample to find the 

reliability of the tests by using the same data of the first 

implementation and the Second group is not discriminant 

(juniors) from the same research community and out from 

the basic research sample with the same number of the first 

sample as shown in table (2).  

 

Table ( 2) 

Coefficient of validity for the physical tests and the performance level of the skill, under the study 

Statistical semantics 

 

variables 

discriminant group 5=N Non-discriminant group 5=N difference 

between 

two means 

Value 

(t) 

validity 

coefficient 
mean 

Std. 

 deviation± 
mean 

Std.  

deviation± 

P
h

y
si

ca
l 

te
st

s 

ex
p

lo
si

v
e 

p
o

w
er

 t
es

ts
 

Test of lifting up the hips highly 

from the inverted grasp on the 

jumping pommel horse during 

 (15 s) 

NO. 77.::9 6.=6? >.=6: 6.8<8 8.=9? 78.;;; 6.?=< 

Test of lifting up the two legs to 

touch wall bar with the two insteps 

with the maximum number during 

(15sec) 

NO. 77.:>6 6.<;6 >.>8: 6.:;< 8.<;< 77.;?8 
6.?=7 

 

Test of lifting up the two legs 

backwardly to touch the tester‟s 

hand when lying on the pommel 

during (15 sec) 

NO. 7;.<99 6.<;6 77.9<? 6.:66 :.8<: 7?.9;: 6.?>? 

Test of lifting up the hips 

forwardly, intersecting the two 

hands behind the head, touching 

tester‟s hand, lying on the pommel 

horse during(15 S) 

NO. 7;.7== .:8?  78.=89 6.?>7 8.9?: =.=:9 6.?9? 

Test of turning the Body from the 

handstand position inside two 

circles during (15 S) 

NO. 77.=76 6.=8: =.<<= 6.:>> :.699 7<.66; 6.?>; 

Test of stretching the two arms 

when the chin is above the bar with 

the maximum number during 15 S) 

NO. 78.7:= 6.<<: >.8=7 6.<?? 9.>=< 79.?98 6?>6 

Test of stability and stalling on 

pommel horse 
sec 96.?76 :.86> 7:.9== 6.8?? 7<.;99 

79.;===

.997 
6.?=? 

F
u

n
ct

io
n

al
 S

tr
en

g
th

 T
es

ts
 

Test of V-angular sitting position 

on the parallel bars 
sec 76.9<= 8.9>7 :.>;> 7.6;7 ;.;8> =.997 6.?99 

Test of handstand on the pommel 

and stability on it 
sec 87.9>6 .>=:  77.9<< 7.666 76.67: 8<.78: 6.??: 

Test of the inverted hung (grasp) on 

the pommel and stability in 

backward position 

sec 76.9>6 7.68? :.<>9 7.6<> ;.<?> 79.97: 6.?=> 

Test of the inverted hung (grasp) on 

the pommel and stability in forward 

position 

sec ;.8;6 6.=>? 7.=>> 6.9?< 9.:<9 78.;?7 6.?=? 

Test of planch, with opening legs 

from behind, on the parallel bars 

from the angular leaning position 

NO. >.8:6 6.>:? 9.<<9 6.>?; :.;=> 78.>;8 6.?== 
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Statistical semantics 

 

variables 

discriminant group 5=N Non-discriminant group 5=N difference 

between 

two means 

Value 

(t) 

validity 

coefficient 
mean 

Std. 

 deviation± 
mean 

Std.  

deviation± 

Test of handstand position on the 

parallel bars with force 
NO. =.:>6 6.;== 9.7<6 6.8;7 :.986 8:.8?< 6.??9 

Test of handstand position on the 

parallel bars with bending your 

arms 

NO. =.;96 6.;9: 8.::: 6.==? ;.6>< 7>.<;> 6.?>? 

Testing the numbers of side swings  

from the parallel leaning on a 

mushroom with one ring 

NO. 86.799 7.=77 76.>98 6.=<< ?.968 7=.7?7 6.?>= 

Testing the numbers of side swings  

from the parallel leaning on rings 
NO. 9?.999 7.696 8?.:7? 7.6>: ?.?7= 86.8=9 6.??6 

Testing the numbers of side swings  

from the intersected leaning 
cm :9.<<= 7.969 97.8=7 6.><8 78.9?< 8=.:>; 6.??; 

M
o

to
r 

ra
n

g
e 

the motor range of the flexor joints 

of the shoulder 
NO. <;.666 6.>;9 ;;.8;6 6.><< ?.=;6 8=.=>> 6.??; 

the motor range of the long joints 

of the shoulder 
NO. 77;.<<= 7.==; ?:.6>9 8.76? 87.;>9 8=.789 6.??; 

Assessing the performance level of FLOB 360 

skill on the pommel horse from (15) fifteen 

points 

NO. 77.;>9 6.:>; >.866 6.::? 9.9>9 7=.=8? 6.?>> 

The Significant statistical level at of 0.05 = 2.31 

 It's clear from the Table (2), relating to the differences 

between the discriminant and non- discriminant groups to 

find the validity of the physical tests and to assess the 

performance level of the skills, that there are significant 

differences in all physical  and skills variables between the 

two groups in favor of the discriminant group, where the 

calculated value of (T) ranges between (7.331 to 27.788 ) 

and these values at the 0.05 level and also the coefficient of 

validity ranges between (0.933 to 0.995), which confirms 

that the variables are discriminatory validity, and these 

variables measure what they were put for. 

B-   Coefficient of reliability 

To determine the degree of reliability of tests, the two 

researchers used the method of test - retest by applying the 

tests and re-applying them after a period of ten (10) days on 

a group of junior players, out the research sample and from 

the same research community. 

Table (3) 

Reliability coefficients for the physical tests and the performance level of the skill, under the study 

Statistical semantics 

 

variables 

First implementation 

5=N 

second- implementation 

 (discriminant) 5=N Reliability 

coefficient 
mean 

Std.  

deviation± 
mean 

Std.  

deviation± 

P
h

y
si

ca
l 

te
st

s 

ex
p

lo
si

v
e 

p
o

w
er

 t
es

ts
 

Test of lifting up the hips highly from the inverted 

grasp on the jumping pommel horse during (15 s) 
NO. 76.6=: 7.:?9 76.7;= 7.:<7 6.?87 

Test of lifting up the two legs to touch wall bar with 

the two insteps with the maximum number during 

(15sec) 

NO. 76.7;8 7.:<9 76.89; 7.:99 6.?99 

Test of lifting up the two legs backwardly to touch the 

tester‟s hand when lying on the pommel during (15 

sec) 

NO. 79.;67 8.8:7 79.=76 8.8:> 6.>?< 

Test of lifting up the hips forwardly, intersecting the 

two hands behind the head, touching the tester‟s hand, 

lying on the pommel horse during(15 S) 

NO. 79.?86 7.:96 7:.669 7.:<: 6.?=8 

Test of turning the Body from the handstand position 

inside two circles during (15 S) 
NO. ?.<?9 8.7:= ?.><6 8.768 6?<: 

Test of stretching the two arms when the chin is above 

the bar with the maximum number during 15 S) 
NO. 76.86? 8.6>? 76.:7= 8.6=8 6.?8> 

Test of stability and stalling on pommel horse sec 88.<:9 >.?9: 89.:7= ?.6:= 6.?6? 

F
u

n
ct

io
n

al
 S

tr
en

g
th

 T
es

ts
 

Test of V-angular sitting position on the parallel bars sec =.<97 9.9:6 =.?6: 9.:<: 6.>>? 

Test of handstand on the pommel and stability on it sec 7<.9=9 ;.7?= 7<.=?6 ;.8;8 6.>=< 

Test of the inverted hung (grasp) on the pommel and 

stability in backward position 
sec =.;97 9.6>; =.=>7 9.7<> 6.?;7 

Test of the inverted hung (grasp) on the pommel and 

stability in forward position 
sec 9.;7? 7.>=7 9.=86 7.>>> 6.?<6 

Test of planch, open legs from behind, on the parallel 

bars from the angular leaning position 
NO. ;.?;7 8.:>? <.7<6 8.;:? 6.?:> 

Test of handstand position on the parallel bars with 

force 
NO. ;.986 8.8:= ;.:>= 8.87: 6.?9> 

Test of handstand position on the parallel bars with 

bending your arms 
NO. :.?>= 8.<=> ;.86; 8.<9= 6.?:? 
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Statistical semantics 

 

variables 

First implementation 

5=N 

second- implementation 

 (discriminant) 5=N Reliability 

coefficient 
mean 

Std.  

deviation± 
mean 

Std.  

deviation± 

Testing the numbers of side swings  from the parallel 

leaning on a mushroom with one ring 
NO. 7;.:>9 :.6?; 7;.==: :.>=7 6.?88 

Testing the numbers of side swings from the parallel 

leaning on rings 
NO. 9:.9=; ;.7?? 9:.=6> ;.7<8 6.?8? 

Testing the numbers of side swings  from the 

intersected leaning 
cm 9=.:<? <.:89 9=.>>; <.9== 6.?66 

M
o

to
r 

ra
n

g
e 

the motor range of the flexor joints of the shoulder NO. <6.78; ;.6;6 <6.:;> ;.696 6.?:7 

the motor range of the long joints of the shoulder NO. 76:.>=; 77.7>= 76;.=?8 77.98? 6.?:7 

Assessing the performance level of FLOB 360 skill on the pommel 

horse from (15) fifteen points 
NO. ?.>?8 7.=>> 76.669 7.=>< 6.?9> 

Significant at the level of 0.05 level = 2.26 

 It's clear from table (3), relating to the variances between 

the first implementation and the second implementation on 

the two discriminant and non- discriminant groups to find 

the reliability of the physical tests and the performance level 

of skills, that there aren‟t any significant variances in all 

physical variables and in the performance level of skill 

between the first and the second implementation, where the 

reliability coefficient ranges between (0.876 to 0.972), 

which confirms that the variables are stable and they give 

the same results if re-applied again on the same sample at 

the same conditions. 

The design of the Program  

(After revising  many programs in the field of gymnastics , 

the used tools and apparatus , as well as the references of 

training and gymnastics (15 : 272 ) , ( 23:10 ) , (4 : 66 ) , (24 

: 15) and also after consulting the experienced specialists of 

gymnastics , in addition to the personal experience of the 

two researchers because they are teaching staff members and 

trainers for various technical stages until the first class), they 

could choose and determine the content of the program of 

the apparatus and tools that could be used in proposed and 

gradual educational steps simulating to the performance of 

the skill , taking into account the healthy performance 

during the use of tools and apparatus , attachments ( 5 ) and 

(6) . 

The educational steps that would be used in the program, by 

using the assistive tools and apparatus, were presented on 

five members of the staff that have the experience not less 

than ten years in the field of training Gymnastics. After the 

experts had approved the educational steps, by using the 

assistive tools and apparatus, in the final form, the time of 

the training sessions has been calculated as the following: 

For the time of each exercise, the training session time has 

been divided on the number of exercises in the training 

session, as for the number of repetitions for each exercise; it 

was determined by dividing the largest number of repetitions 

on 2, during the prepared time for each exercise.  Also the 

break time between each exercise was recorded, as well as 

the time of transition from a group to another group by 

taking the pulse as a criterion to determine the average of 

this time (17: 235). 

This study has resulted in the following: 

• The average repetition time of the actual performance for 

each exercise of the functional exercises was (15seconds) 

during the training session. 

• the training session‟s time is ( 105 minutes daily) 

distributed as the followings : (10 minutes) ten minutes 

warm-up , from ( 50 to 55 minutes ) training on the 

educational steps of the functional exercises by using the 

assistive tools and apparatus , from ( 30 to 35 minutes ) 

technical, ( 5 minutes ) for relaxing and finishing . 

• The average break between the repetition of each exercise 

is (30 sec) and between groups is (45sec) at the moment that 

the average of pulses reaches approximately (110 - 130) 

pulses / minutes (17: 219), attachments (5), (6) 

The applied steps of the research: 

Pre – measurements (tests): 

 Pre-Measurements were carried out in the period from 8/1 

/2013 to 10/1/2013 AD on the study‟s sample for the 

physical measurements and for assessing the performance 

level of the skills, under the discussion. 

The implementation of the research’s experiment: 

 The basic experiment has been applied in the period from 

12/1/2013 to 11/4/2013 AD 

Post-measurements: 

Post- measurements were carried out in the period from 

13/4/2013 to 15/4/2013   on the study‟s sample for the 

physical measurements and for assessing the performance 

level of the skills, under the discussion. 

Statistical treatments: 

Data of research‟s results were analyzed by using the SPSS 

program to calculate or find: 

• Arithmetic mean. 

• Deviation standard. 

• Coefficient of Skewness, Kurtosis. 

• Variances Tests for each group, both groups. 

• Percentage of improvement. 

Presentation and discussion of the results: 
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First: Presentation of results: 

Table (4) 

Variances between the pre and post- measurements of the control group in the physical tests and the degree of the 

performance level of the skill in the research. 

Statistical  functions 

 

 

Variables 

Pre-measurement post--measurement 

Difference 

between the two 

Means 

Value  

(T) 

Im
p

ro
v

em
en

t 

p
er

ce
n

ta
g

e 

mean 

S
td

. 
 

d
ev

ia
ti

o
n

±
 

mean 

S
td

. 
 

d
ev

ia
ti

o
n

±
 

mean 

S
td

. 
 

d
ev

ia
ti

o
n

±
 

P
h

y
si

ca
l 

te
st

s 

ex
p

lo
si

v
e 

p
o

w
er

 t
es

ts
 

Test of lifting up the hips highly from 

the inverted grasp on the jumping 

pommel horse during (15 s) 

NO. >.=;> 6.96? ?.=86 6.=89 6.?<8 6.<9? 9.<>:*  76.?>6 

Test of lifting up the two legs to touch 

wall bar with the two insteps with the 

maximum number during (15sec) 

NO. >.>;; 6.;;? ?.;?9 6.;;> 6.=9> 6.:8> :.896*  >.99> 

Test of lifting up the two legs 

backwardly to touch the tester‟s hand 

when lying on the pommel during (15 

sec) 

NO. 77.:>9 6.;<= 78.;<= 6.>;6 7.6>9 6.<<; 9.??9*  ?.:9: 

Test of lifting up the hips forwardly, 

intersecting the two hands behind the 

head, touching the tester‟s hands, lying 

on the pommel horse during(15 S) 

NO. 78.:;6 7.68> 79.899 6.?7< 6.=>9 6.99= ;.<?7*  <.8?8 

Test of turning the Body from the 

handstand position inside two circles 

during (15 S) 

NO. =.=?= 6.:>9 >.<79 6.<:; 6.>7= 6.8?? <.<>6*  76.:=; 

Test of stretching the two arms when 

the chin is above the bar with the 

maximum number during 15 S) 

NO. >.:=> 6.=7; ?.878 6.<7; 6.=99 6.:98 :.7;>*  >.<:? 

fu
n

ct
io

n
al

 s
tr

en
g

th
 t

es
ts

 

Test of stability and stalling on pommel 

horse 
sec 7:.:<9 6.:67 8:.;96 6.:;7 76.6<= 6.7<9 7;7.6*  <?.<67 

Test of V-angular sitting position on the 

parallel bars 
sec :.;:6 7.78> =.8=9 6.?87 8.=99 6.:98 7;.:?=*  <6.86< 

Test of handstand on the pommel and 

stability on it 
sec 77.7:> 7.66? 7:.?>8 6.=<= 9.>99 7.7<? >.698*  9:.9>; 

Test of the inverted hung (grasp) on the 

pommel and stability in backward 

position 

sec :.9<; 7.6>8 <.798 6.?8< 7.=<= 6.:6> 76.<66*  :6.:=9 

Test of the inverted hung (grasp) on the 

pommel and stability in forward 

position 

sec 7.>9> 6.:8? 9.7=8 6.:== 7.999 6.;7< <.98;*  =8.;8? 

Test of planch, open yoyr legs from 

behind, on the parallel bars from the 

angular leaning position 

NO. 9.:76 6.?== ;.7<6 6.;6= 7.=;6 6.?>= :.9:7*  ;7.986 

Test of handstand position on the 

parallel bars with force 
NO. 9.868 6.86? :.<9; 6.=;7 7.:99 6.<?> ;.699*  ::.=<> 

Test of handstand position on the 

parallel bars with bending your arms 
NO. 8.;9= 6.>78 :.;?= 6.;>7 8.6<6 6.8;? 7?.:<;*  >7.86? 

Testing the numbers of side swings  

from the parallel leaning on a 

mushroom with one ring 

NO. 76.>66 6.?:= 78.:7= 6.?97 7.<7= 6.:?8 >.6;;*  7:.?<? 

Testing the numbers of side swings  

from the parallel leaning on rings 
NO. 8?.7<= 7.7<? 99.=:8 8.69; :.;=; 8.6<6 ;.::6*  7;.<>< 

Testing the numbers of side swings  

from the intersected leaning 
cm 97.6:8 6.?66 9:.88; 6.?9> 9.7>9 6.==; 76.6<:*  76.8;; 

M
o

to
r 

ra
n

g
e the motor range of the flexor joints of 

the shoulder 
NO. ;;.666 6.>?: ;>.=7; 7.:<= 9.=7; 7.;<7 ;.>97*  <.=;; 

the motor range of the long joints of the 

shoulder 
NO. ?9.;66 8.6=: 768.>>> 7.=9: ?.9>> 8.7>< 76.;88*  76.6:7 

Assessing the performance level of FLOB 360 skill 

on the pommel horse from (15) fifteen points 
NO. >.6;6 6.:<: ?.;?8 6.<69 7.;:8 6.;76 =.9??*  7?.7;7 

 

It‟s clear from table (5), Variances between the pre and post- 

measurements of the control group in the physical tests and 

the degree of the performance level of the skill in the 

research, that there are variances between the two 

measurements at the 0.05 level in the all tests as the value of 

(T) ranges from (5.343 to 86.714) and the improvement 

percentage ranges from (6.292 % to >7.86? %). 
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Table (5) 

Variances between the pre and post- measurements of the experimental group in the physical tests and the degree of the 

performance level of the skill in the research. 

Statistical functions 

 

 

 

Variables 

Pre-measurement post--measurements 
Differences between  

the two Means 

Value  

(T) 

Im
p

ro
v

em
en

t 

 p
er

ce
n

ta
g

e 

mean 

S
td

. 

 d
ev

ia
ti

o
n

±
 

mean 

S
td

. 
 

d
ev

ia
ti

o
n

±
 

mean 

S
td

. 
 

d
ev

ia
ti

o
n

±
 

P
h

y
si

ca
l 

te
st

s 

ex
p

lo
si

v
e 

p
o

w
er

 t
es

ts
 

Test of lifting up the hips highly 

from the inverted grasp on the 

jumping pommel horse during (15 

s) 

NO. >.=>8 6.8?; 77.9;6 6.=;8 8.;<> 6.=6? >.>=>*  8?.8:= 

Test of lifting up the two legs to 

touch wall bar with the two insteps 

with the maximum number during 

(15sec) 

NO. >.<99 6.:?9 77.;=> 6.><> 8.?:; 7.6:8 <.?88*  9:.778 

Test of lifting up the two legs 

backwardly to touch the tester‟s 

hand when lying on the pommel 

during (15 sec) 

NO. 77.=6= 7.676 7:.>89 6.=<7 9.77= 7.:8? ;.9:9*  8<.<89 

Test of lifting up the hips 

forwardly, intersecting the two 

hands behind the head, touching 

the tester‟s hand, lying on the 

pommel horse during(15 S) 

NO. 78.8:9 6.>>< 7:.<76 6.>7> 8.9<= 6.>6: =.86?*  7?.996 

Test of turning the Body from the 

handstand position inside two 

circles during (15 S) 

NO. >.6=8 6.;87 77.>88 6.=79 9.=;6 6.=;> 78.77:*  :<.:;? 

Test of stretching the two arms 

when the chin is above the bar 

with the maximum number during 

15 S) 

NO. >.:6> 6.=8> 77.?:8 6.<78 9.;99 7.8:: <.?;?*  :8.688 

fu
n

ct
io

n
al

 s
tr

en
g

th
 t

es
ts

 

Test of stability and stalling on 

pommel horse 
sec 7:.;9; 6.<7< 97.69; :.;77 7<.;66 ;.6;6 >.66:*  779.;7? 

Test of V-angular sitting position 

on the parallel bars 
sec :.9=; 6.?7= 76.6:8 7.>8? ;.<<= 7.9<< 76.7;?*  78?.;8: 

Test of handstand on the pommel 

and stability on it 
sec 77.:>8 7.7<? 87.;?> 7.9?: 76.77= 6.8>< ><.=7:*  >>.777 

Test of the inverted hung (grasp) 

on the pommel and stability in 

backward position 

sec :.:<6 6.>;8 ?.?<6 7.67? ;.;66 7.666 79.:=8*  789.97> 

Test of the inverted hung (grasp) 

on the pommel and stability in 

forward position 

sec 7.?>8 6.:89 ;.=7; 7.7;8 9.=99 7.6=7 >.;:6*  7>>.9?: 

Test of planch, open your legs 

from behind, on the parallel bars 

from the angular leaning position 

NO. 9.8;8 6.>=; >.9;8 7.69< ;.766 6.>9= 7:.?97*  7;<.>:9 

Test of handstand position on the 

parallel bars with force 
NO. 9.7>8 6.86= =.<>8 6.<<7 :.;66 6.;:> 86.78;*  7:7.:9; 

Test of handstand position on the 

parallel bars with bending your 

arms 

NO. 8.<>; 6.>66 >.6?> 6.>77 ;.:79 6.:8< 97.76=*  867.<7: 

Testing the numbers of side swings  

from the parallel leaning on a 

mushroom with one ring 

NO. 77.798 6.?7: 7?.8>8 7.<:6 >.7;6 7.<6; 78.::7*  =9.87; 

Testing the numbers of side swings 

from the parallel leaning on rings 
NO. 8?.666 6.>?: 9=.=76 8.6?> >.=76 8.<<: >.66?*  96.69: 

Testing the numbers of side swings  

from the intersected leaning 
cm 97.6:8 6.?66 :9.7<= 7.:=8 78.78; 7.=>= 7<.<7?*  9?.6<6 

M
o

to
r 

ra
n

g
e the motor range of the flexor joints 

of the shoulder 
NO. ;;.9>8 7.:;> <:.9>6 8.;77 >.??> 8.668 77.676*  7<.8:> 

the motor range of the long joints 

of the shoulder 
NO. ?8.:9= 7.?9= 77<.879 8.9;9 89.=== 8.?>= 7?.;66*  8;.=88 

Assessing the performance level of FLOB 360 

skill on the pommel horse from (15) fifteen 

points 

NO. >.766 6.:86 78.6=9 6.==> 9.?=9 6.=:7 79.78=*  :?.6;9 

 Significant at the level of 0.05 = 2.57 

It‟s clear from table (5), Variances between the pre and post- 

measurements of the experimental group in the physical 

tests and in the degree of the performance level of the skill 

in the research, that there are variances between the two 

measurements at the 0.05 level in the all tests as the value of 

(T) ranges from (5.343 to 86.714) and these values are 

greater than the Tabulated value of (T) at the 0.05 level and 

also the percentage of improvement ranges between % 

(16.248% to 201.614%). 
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Table (6) 

Variances between the experimental group and the control group in the post- measurement in the physical tests and the 

degree of the performance level of the skill in the research. 

Statistical functions 

 

 

 

Variables 

Control group 

N=6 

Experimental group  

N=6 

D
if

fe
re

n
ce

s 
 

b
et

w
ee

n
 t

w
o

 m
ea

n
s 

Value (T) 

Im
p

ro
v

em
en

t  

p
ercen

tag
e mean 

S
td

. 
 

d
ev

ia
ti

o
n

±
 

mean 

S
td

. 
 

d
ev

ia
ti

o
n

±
 

P
h

y
si

ca
l 

te
st

s 

ex
p

lo
si

v
e 

p
o

w
er

 t
es

ts
 

Test of lifting up the hips highly from 

the inverted grasp on the jumping 

pommel horse during (15 s) 

NO. 77.9;6 6.=;8 ?.=86 6.=89 7.<96 9.>8<*  7:.9<7 

Test of lifting up the two legs to touch 

wall bar with the two insteps with the 

maximum number during (15sec) 

NO. 77.;=> 6.><> ?.;?9 6.;;> 7.?>; :.=77*  7=.7:: 

Test of lifting up the two legs 

backwardly to touch the tester‟s hand 

when lying on the pommel during (15 

sec) 

NO. 7:.>89 6.=<7 78.;<= 6.>;6 8.8;= :.>:=*  7;.88: 

Test of lifting up the hips forwardly, 

intersecting the two hands behind the 

head, touching the tester‟s hand, lying 

on the pommel horse during(15 S) 

NO. 7:.<76 6.>7> 79.899 6.?7< 7.9== 8.=:=*  ?.:89 

Test of turning the Body from the 

handstand position inside two circles 

during (15 S) 

NO. 77.>88 6.=79 >.<79 6.<:; 9.86> >.7=?*  8=.79? 

Test of stretching the two arms when 

the chin is above the bar with the 

maximum number during 15 S) 

NO. 77.?:8 6.<78 ?.878 6.<7; 8.=96 =.=6?*  88.><7 

fu
n

ct
io

n
al

 s
tr

en
g

th
 t

es
ts

 

 

Test of stability and stalling on 

pommel horse 
sec 97.69; :.;77 8:.;96 6.:;7 <.;6; 9.;7;*  86.?<6 

Test of V-angular sitting position on 

the parallel bars 
sec 76.6:8 7.>8? =.8=9 6.?87 8.=<> 9.977*  8=.;<> 

Test of handstand on the pommel and 

stability on it 
sec 87.;?> 7.9?: 7:.?>8 6.=<= <.<7= 76.7>>*  96.<9; 

Test of the inverted hung (grasp) on 

the pommel and stability in backward 

position 

sec ?.?<6 7.67? <.798 6.?8< 9.>8> <.>79*  9>.:9= 

Test of the inverted hung (grasp) on 

the pommel and stability in forward 

position 

sec ;.=7; 7.7;8 9.7=8 6.:== 8.;:9 :.??<*  ::.;69 

Test of planch, open your legs from 

behind, on the parallel bars from the 

angular leaning position 

NO. >.9;8 7.69< ;.7<6 6.;6= 9.7?8 <.=>6*  9>.87< 

Test of handstand position on the 

parallel bars with force 
NO. =.<>8 6.<<7 :.<9; 6.=;7 9.6:= =.:;=*  9?.<<8 

Test of handstand position on the 

parallel bars with bending your arms 
NO. >.6?> 6.>77 :.;?= 6.;>7 9.;68 >.<67*  :9.89? 

Testing the numbers of side swings 

(>>>>>) from the parallel leaning on 

a mushroom with one ring 

NO. 7?.8>8 7.<:6 78.:7= 6.?97 <.><; >.?7=*  9;.<6: 

Testing the numbers of side swings 

(>>>>>) from the parallel leaning on 

rings 

NO. 9=.=76 8.6?> 99.=:8 8.69; 9.?<> 9.98<*  76.;89 

Testing the numbers of side swings 

(>>>>>) from the intersected leaning 
cm :9.7<= 7.:=8 9:.88; 6.?9> >.?:8 78.;:?*  86.=7: 

M
o

to
r 

ra
n

g
e the motor range of the flexor joints of 

the shoulder 
NO. <:.9>6 8.;77 ;>.=7; 7.:<= ;.<<; :.==7*  >.=?? 

the motor range of the long joints of 

the shoulder 
NO. 77<.879 8.9;9 768.>>> 7.=9: 79.98; 77.7<<*  77.:<< 

Assessing the performance level of FLOB 360 skill 

on the pommel horse from (15) fifteen points 
NO. 78.6=9 6.==> ?.;?8 6.<69 8.:>8 <.7=;*  86.;;; 

Significant at the level of 0.05 = 2.22 

It‟s clear from table (5), Variances between the experimental 

group and the control group in the post- measurement in the 

physical tests and the degree of the performance level of the 

skill in the research, that there are variances between the two 

groups at the 0.05 level in the all tests where the value of (T) 

ranges from (2.747 to 12.549) and these values are greater 

than the Tabulated value of (T) at the 0.05 level and also the 

percentage of improvement ranges between % (7.799% to 

44.503%). 

The Validity coefficient ranges from (0.933 to 0.995) which 

assure that the variables are marked as discriminant validity 

and they measure what they were put for. 

Second, discussing the results: 

In light of the results of statistical analysis of the study data, 

the two researchers tried to ensure the achievement of the 

study hypotheses and discuss these results, guided with the 
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results of the related studies and the available scientific 

references. 

Discussing the first hypothesis:  

It‟s clear from table (5) that there are variances between the 

pre- and post- measurements in favor of the post 

measurement for the control group in the physical tests and 

the performance level of the FLOB 360 skill on the pommel 

horse apparatus where these values range from (13.684 to 

19.465) and these values are greater than the tabulated value 

of (T), and also the improvement percentage ranges from 

(6.292 % to >7.86? %). 

this means that the members of the control group had 

improved according to the results of post measurements and 

the performance level of the FLOB 360 skill on the pommel 

horse apparatus, compared with the pre- measurements , the 

two researchers may refer this improvement to the technical 

and physical training program that the members of the 

control group took like the experimental group except the 

functional strength exercises , and may be also the 

depending on the classical training routine to improve the 

strength, where its performance is not similar to the 

technical performance , all that have an impact in the high - 

physical and technical level of the control group , all that is 

in addition to increasing the determined time for the training 

session for the control group , where it became six (6) times 

a week and the time of the session is 360 minutes , and this 

is different from the followed system of ( 5 ) times training 

session a week and 180 minutes for one session. 

The two researchers think that the use of ( the traditional 

method in training ) ( the training program ) had a positive 

impact on the variables of the research, but less than the 

experimental group , which used the functional strength 

exercises, and all that are consistent with the results of 

Susan Badran Mohammed ( 2002 ) (8 ) , Fatima Mohammed 

phliphal ( 2003 ) ( 13) studies, which refer to the importance 

of the traditional method which cannot be overlooked 

because it helps in learning and training properly . 

The two researchers think that these results also refer to 

learning and training in team and in groups which raised the 

motivation and the competitive sense between the juniors 

pushing them towards the superiority in performing the 

skills therefore this manner has a positive effect on the 

technical performance of FLOB 360 skill. 

This is in line with the results of Mohammad Hassan Allawy 

and Abu Ela Abdul Fattah (1984) that the training is 

systematic, physical and well-organized process in order to 

develop the physical abilities of the individual. 

(18: 177) 

It is clear from Table (4) that there is an improvement in the 

results of the post- measurement than the pre- measurement 

in the level of the technical performance skills on the 

pommel horse for FLOB 360 skill, this result reached 

19.151 % for the control group, and this confirms that there 

is a modest improvement in variables of the functional 

strength and in the degree of the technical performance on 

the pommel horse for the control group and in favor of the 

post- measurement. 

The two researchers think this improvement happened 

because the control group was subjected to technical 

exercises and to performing the FLOB 360 skill by the 

traditional method, which resulted in raising the level of 

technical performance of the FLOB 360 skill on the pommel 

horse , as well as the improvement in the variables of the 

functional strength foe the control group as a natural result 

of these exercises , and thus the first hypothesis 

occurred(came true) , which says " There are significant 

statistical differences between the pre and post 

measurements of the physical variables and the performance 

level of the (360 º FLOPS) skill for the Gymnastics juniors 

under the age of 13 on the pommel horse in favor of the 

control group and the post-measurement‟. 

Discussing the second hypothesis: 

It‟s clear from table (5), Variances between the pre and post- 

measurements of the experimental group in the physical 

tests and in the degree of the performance level of the skill 

in the research, that there are variances between the two 

measurements at the 0.05 level in the all tests as the value of 

(T) ranges from (5.343 to 86.714) and these values are 

greater than the Tabulated value of (T) at the 0.05 level and 

also the percentage of improvement ranges between % 

(16.248% to 201.614%). 

This means that the members of the experimental group 

improved in the results of the post-measurements for the 

explosive power, the functional strength, the motor rang and 

the technical level of the FLOB 360 skill on the pommel 

horse apparatus. 

  The two researchers refer these results to the applying of 

the proposed exercises by using the functional strength 

exercises on the experimental group, where these exercises 

have a set of special exercises to develop the muscular 

strength of the arms, the abdomen, and the back and by 

using the functional strength exercises. And also the 

rationing physical loads in the training sessions were 

appropriate for the level of the sample and this method took 

into account the individual differences between the juniors, 

which reflected positively on their level. 

 These exercises have a tremendous resistance on the muscle 

during the performance, as a result of continuous rationing 

training of the proposed exercises which included a variety 

of different exercises, which made a remarkable progress in 

the level of performance skills. 

 These results are consistent with the results of each Kamal 

Mahrous ( 1999 ) ( 14) and Ozmun (2000 AD) (37) that the 

effect of the training program led to improvements in some 

strength motor „s variables, the level of performance and the 

muscular strength of the arms , as well as the explosive 

power. 

 Mohammad Hassan Allawy ( 2001 ) ( 19) refers to  the 

improvement of one  physical variable increasingly t 

happens in the case of developing some physical variables 
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with a certain degree and this is consistent with Abul-Ela 

Ahmed Abdel- Fattah and others ( 1997 ) (1 ) in that the 

muscular strength related with some of the physical 

variables , and Mohamed Sobhy Hassanein adds ( 1995 ) (20 

) that the muscular strength is considered one of the 

important indicators of the state of fitness as indicated by 

Khayraya Ibrahim diabetes , Mohammed Jaber Brikaa and 

others ( 2001 ) (6). 

The regular continuous training helps to strengthen the 

abdominal and the back muscles, especially by doing the 

exercises on the floor because this method is much better 

than the training on the prepared apparatus for this, where 

these apparatus may be not effective and sometimes unsafe. 

The results of this study are similar to the results of a study 

of Hegazy Abdel Sayed Ibrahim ( 1981 ) (5) Samia Abdel 

Rahman Osman (1994) (7) Stricevic et al (1991 m) (39), 

Norris (1993 m) (35), O-Sullivan et al (1998 m) (36) 

Plamondon et al (1999 m) (38) where they reached that 

strengthen of the abdominal muscles and the corresponding 

back muscles (muscular balance), a balance between the 

front muscle ( abdominal muscles ) and the corresponding 

back ( back muscles ) in an effective manner, depends on the 

choice of a set of exercises suiting every sport . 

The two researchers believe that the FLOB 360 skill 

requires specific physical abilities of the player; the most 

important abilities are the balance and strength of the 

abdomen and the back muscles. 

The results of the study are consistent with the study of both 

Cress, et al (1996) (27), Yasumura, (2000) (40) Marijke. Et 

al (2004) (31), Cymara, et al (2004) (28) where they pointed 

that there is a relationship between the development of 

components of the functional strength and the high level of 

performance, and also the functional strength exercises 

contributes in improving the muscular strength and the 

balance. 

And Aziz Gebaly (2000 AD) confirms that the muscular 

strength is one of the most important physical elements 

needed by gymnast because all his moves depend on how to 

move his body, and the muscles control these movements 

through the contraction and extroversion from one place to 

another, the more the muscles stronger, the greater the 

effectiveness of these contractions. (11: 351-360) 

The results of the table (5) show an improvement in the 

results of the post-measurement other than the pre- 

measurement in the performance level of FLOB360 skill on 

the pommel horse, as a percentage of  ( 49.053 % ) for the 

experimental group, and this confirms that there is a great 

improvement in the variables of the explosive power, the 

functional strength, the motor rang and the technical level of 

the FLOB 360 skill on the pommel horse apparatus for the 

experimental group and in favor of the post-measurement . 

These results are consistent with the study of both Cress et 

el (1996 m) (27), Yasumura, et al (2000 m) (40) that say the 

functional strength exercises contribute in improving the 

muscular strength and balance, which in turn contributes in 

raising the performance level of the skills. 

Thus, the second hypothesis has come true, which states that 

" There are significant statistical differences between the pre 

and post measurements of the physical variables and the 

performance level of the (360 º FLOPS) skill for the 

Gymnastics juniors under the age of 13 on the pommel horse 

in favor of the experimental group and the post-

measurement. 

Discussing the third hypothesis: 

It‟s clear from table (6), Variances between the experimental 

group and the control group in the post- measurement in the 

physical tests and the degree of the performance level of the 

skill in the research, that there are variances between the two 

groups at the 0.05 level in the all tests where the value of (T) 

ranges from (2.747 to 12.549) and these values are greater 

than the Tabulated value of (T) at the 0.05 level and also the 

percentage of improvement ranges % from (7.799% to 

44.503%) between the two groups and in favor of the 

experimental group , and this means significant outrival to 

the experimental group‟s members, applied on them the 

extra exercises program of the functional strength, rather 

than the members of the control group, applied on them The 

traditional program without functional strength exercises. 

The two  researchers think that these differences brought out 

because the the experimental group was subjected to the 

proposed exercises program by the researchers, but the 

control group followed the proposed exercises from the 

faculty, where the propsed exercises contain some of 

functional strength programs which helps to strengthen the 

core muscles ( abdominal and back muscles ) and thus also 

help in developing the other physical variables, which led to 

the existence of these statistical variances between the two 

groups in the physical variables under the discussion and in 

favor of the experimental group .  

these results are consistent with the study of both Chris and 

others Cress et al (1996 m) (27), Yasumura et al (2004 m) 

(40 ) , Cymara et al (2004 m) (28), in that the functional 

strength exercises contribute in improving the muscular 

strength of the core muscles, the muscular balance and the 

functional efficiency of the various organs of the body . 

the results of both Cress et al (1996 m) (27) and Azza Khalil 

Mahmoud ( 2007 ) ( 10) that the functional strength 

exercises help in improving some of the physical variables ( 

strength - balance ). 

the two researchers think that the statistical significant 

variances in the performance level of skills, for the 

experimental group, refer to that the juniors benefited from 

the bases of the set of proposed exercises, and the juniors 

benefited from the training sessions specially the part of the 

warming-up , the exercises of the main part to of the  FLOB 

360 skill by the dependence position , the hands movements 

and the in-line body, and also by showing the definition   of 

the movements and training to all juniors, and all that come 

by employing the main part exercises, of strengthening the 

abdominal and back muscles, to improve the performance 

level of FLOB 360 skill, this is consistent with Nadia 

Demerdash , Ikhlas Nour eddine , Ferial Abdel- Aziz results 
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( 1987 ) ( 25) that the training programs lead to improve the 

performance (13). 

The two researchers may refer this progress to the functional 

strength exercises and what contained of directed exercises 

towarrds the goal of the training. 

Schmitz Dave 'S (2003) enhanced that the characteristics of 

the functional strength exercises emphasizes the core where 

the muscles of the strong core link the lower limb with the 

upper, in addition to that the functional strength exercises 

include the movements of multi-directional by focusing on 

one single Limb which make it one of the best exercises to 

improve the strength of the muscles of the core (mid- body) 

and balance. (29: 242) 

As shown from the table (6) that the differences between in 

the percentage of the improvement between the 

experimental and the control groups in the degree of the 

performance level of FLOB 360 skill on the pommel horse , 

as ( 20.555 % ) for the experimental group , and this means 

the significant outrival to the experimental group‟s 

members, applied on them the extra exercises program of 

the functional strength, rather than the members of the 

control group, applied on them The traditional program 

without functional strength exercises. 

The two researchers refer these variances to the main part of 

exercises that contain a set of exercises that strengthen the 

abdominal muscles and the corresponding muscles " making 

muscular balance " where these muscles are considered as 

the muscular core of the body, and Vath Azab shows ( 1993 

) ( 12) that the sense of the muscular core of the body ( 

abdomen - back ) leads to ease of the motion control, 

therefore Centering helps essentially in improving the 

performance level of the FLOB skill 360. 

And the previous results are consistent with the results of 

Nadia Demerdash , Ikhlas Noor al-Din , Farid Abdel Aziz ( 

1987 ) ( 22) , Striceve (1991 m ) ( 39), and Norris (1993 m) 

(35) which say “strengthening the core muscles, the 

abdominal and the corresponding back muscles, lead to the ( 

muscular balance ), which have a positive effect on the 

performance level of the skills. 

Thus, the third hypothesis has been achieved, which states 

that " There are significant statistical variances between the 

control and experimental groups in the post-measurement 

for each of the physical variables and the performance level 

of the (360 º FLOPS) skill for the Gymnastics juniors under 

the age of 13 on the pommel horse in favor of the 

experimental as a result of using the functional strength 

exercises on the pommel horse apparatus”. 

Conclusions: 

In light of the objectives and the hypotheses of the research 

and their characteristics, and also depending on the 

statistical treatments and their results, the two researchers 

concluded the following: 

1. The proposed program that uses the functional 

strength exercises, leads to improve the fitness 

level of the research‟s sample. 

2. The proposed program that uses the functional 

strength exercises, leads to improve the level of 

the technical performance of the skill of the 

research. 

3. The proposed functional strength exercises led to 

better physical and technical results for the 

experimental group with comparing to the control 

group. 

Recommendations: 

In light of the objectives of the research and the conclusions, 

the two researchers recommend the following: 

1. Caring about the functional strength exercises for 

the muscles of the arms, the abdomen, and the 

back, to improve the level of the technical 

performance of the skill of the research. 

2. The use of the proposed functional strength 

exercises at the beginning of the training season 

during the performance stage to reduce some of 

the problems faced by players such as the 

weakness of the front abdominal muscle, the 

strength and the shortness the back muscles of the 

Trunk, where this requires strengthening the 

abdominal muscles and lengthen the back muscles 

of the Trunk, which leads to raise the performance 

level of the skill of the research. 

3. Making further researches and studies on the most 

important exercises that contribute in developing 

of muscular strength and the best ways to be 

rationed. 

4. Taking into account the similarity of the 

performance of the selected functional strength 

exercises with the shape of the technical 

performance of the skill of the research. 

5. Making similar studies at different ages with using 

the functional strength exercises. 

6. Making similar studies on the other apparatus of 

gymnastics. 
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